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Kaguya-sama: Love Is War
A brand-new yuri manga about falling in love AFTER marriage! Morimoto, a young professional woman in Japan, wishes her
parents would stop trying to get her to marry a man and settle down. In an unexpected move, her friend from high school
offers to be her wife in a sham marriage, to make Morimoto’s parents back off. But this “fake” marriage could unearth
something very real!

The Way of the Househusband, Vol. 1
Beginning with the destruction of Jerusalem and continuing through the persecutions of Christians in the Roman Empire, the
apostasy of the Dark Ages, the shining light of the Reformation, and the worldwide religious awakening of the nineteenth
century, this volume traces the conflict into the future, to the Second Coming of Jesus and the glories of the earth made
new. In this concluding volume, the author powerfully points out the principles involved in the impending conflict and how
each person can stand firmly for God and His truth.

Love Me for Who I Am Vol. 1
A LOVE THAT DARE NOT SPEAK ITS NAME Lady Alice shares the story of her love for her former governess Eliza, as well as
its tragic end. In the wake of that story, Hanako finds herself harboring two secrets—including the fact that the feelings in
her heart are growing all the more intense.
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Goodbye, My Rose Garden Vol. 2
A romance of convenience between two college women soon becomes the real thing. Shy Miwa has always dreamed of
finding love, but living in small-town Japan made finding the right match difficult—especially since she likes girls! Even
going away to college didn’t seem to increase her romantic odds until one day her outgoing classmate Saeko suggests they
might as well start dating each other since it’s not like either of them have other options. At first it seems like things won’t
work out as their personalities clash and misunderstandings abound. But when their casual friendship starts to become
something more Miwa begins to wonder—can a pragmatic proposal lead to true love?

Syrup: A Yuri Anthology Vol. 2
FORBIDDEN FRUIT Secret love is sweeter! The second volume of this popular yuri anthology goes dark, with stories about
love between women that’s hidden, unrequited, fantasy-based, or even taboo. Explore the forbidden side of love with new
and returning artists in Volume 2 of Syrup.

Syrup: A Yuri Anthology
The Conditions of Paradise
The new, hilarious yuri comedy! Hime gets roped into working at a weird café where the waitresses pretend to be students
at an all-girl boarding school. She's strangely taken with her partner Mitsuki, who's so kind to her in front of the customers.
There's just one problem Mitsuki really can't stand her! Hime is a picture-perfect high school princess--she's admired by all
and never trips up! So when she accidentally injures a café manager named Mai, she's willing to cover some shifts to keep
her facade intact. To Hime's surprise, the café is themed after a private school where the all-female staff always puts on
their best act for their loyal customers. However, under the guidance of the most graceful girl there, Hime can't help but
blush and blunder! Beneath all the frills and laughter, Hime feels tension brewing as she finds out more about her new job
and her budding feelings

Our Teachers Are Dating! Vol. 1
Sarina and her best friend Sumi are super close. Sumi often crashes at Sarina's place, and sometimes the two even make
out a little bit. But Sarina figures a romantic relationship could never work between them. Sarina is an organized office
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worker, while Sumi is a nomadic freelance writer. Can the two find a way to make their very different lifestyles mesh?

Happy Happy Clover, Vol. 1
Azami has always been attracted only to boys, especially the handsome Gwyn. Intelligent, sporty, attractive and just a little
older than Azami, she's sure he would be an ideal boyfriend. Then, on the day Azami finally gets the courage to confess her
feelings, everything she believes is suddenly called into question when she finds out that Gwyn is actually a girl! Despite
her initial shock at learning Gwyn’s secret, Azami quickly realizes that love transcends gender, putting her feelings for Gwyn
before her previous prejudices. But it turns out Azami isn’t the only girl who’s got her eye on Gwyn!

Still Sick Volume 2
Gay Affirmative Therapy for the Straight Clinician: The Essential Guide
A touching yuri romance about two women building a life together in rural Japan, by the bestselling creator of I Married My
Best Friend to Shut My Parents Up! When Mayumi’s fiancé leaves her for another women, she decides to start a new life out
in the countryside. But country living isn’t as peaceful as she thought it would be—her landlord, Rin, is loud, bossy, and
always up in Mayumi’s business. But Mayumi soon sees that there’s a lot going on under Rin’s brash exterior: Rin is raising
a young child on her own after experiencing a major tragedy. As the two women come to rely on each other, their
relationship starts to grow into something complicated.

Whisper Me a Love Song 2
Also known as Tsurezure Biyori, a touching yuri series about two girls falling in love in the Japanese countryside. As
children, Koharu and Mafuyu were best buds until Mafuyu moved away to Tokyo. But now, several years have passed and
Mafuyu is back, attending the same high school as Koharu. As the two girls explore their sleepy hometown, Koharu can’t
help but develop a crush on her childhood best friend

Relationships
Clover makes a new best friend, uncovers the secret of a haunted spring, gets chased by a hungry farmer, and fights a big
bad fox! Go, Clover, Go! -- VIZ Media
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Now Loading!
Statistics in Language Research gives a non-technical but more or less complete treatment of Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
for language researchers. ANOVA is the most frequently used technique when handling the outcomes of research designs
with more than two treatments or groups. This technique is used in all parts of linguistics which deal with observations
obtained in survey studies and in (quasi-)experimental research, like applied linguistics, psycholinguistics, sociolinguistics,
language and speech pathology and phonetics. Most statistical textbooks in the social sciences take examples typical of
their own field and, in addition, omit subjects which are particularly relevant for language researchers, like power analysis,
quasi F, F1, F2 and minF'. This book offers a thorough introduction to the basic principles of analysis of variance, based on
examples taken from language research, and goes beyond the conventional topics treated in introductory textbooks, as it
covers topics like 'violations of assumptions', 'missing data', 'problems in repeated measures designs', 'alternatives to
analysis of variance' (such as randomization tests and multilevel analysis). Each chapter consists of four sections: treatment
of the subject under discussion, a summary of relevant terms and concepts, a section devoted to reporting statistics, and
finally an exercise section. After the first introductory chapter, in which fundamental concepts like 'variables', 'cases' and
SPSS data formats are presented, the book continues with two 'refreshment' chapters, in which the principles of statistical
testing are revised, focusing on the well-known t test. These chapters also deal with the essential, but often neglected
concepts of 'statistical power' and 'sample size'. In every chapter examples of SPSS input and output are given.

How Do We Relationship?, Vol. 1
He was the fiercest member of the yakuza, a man who left countless underworld legends in his wake. They called him “the
Immortal Dragon.” But one day he walked away from it all to travel another path—the path of the househusband! The
curtain rises on this cozy yakuza comedy! -- VIZ Media

Failed Princesses Vol. 2
An LGBT+ manga about finding friendship and common ground at an untraditional maid café! Mogumo is a cute but lonely
non-binary high school student who just wants a few loving friends. As someone who doesn’t identify as a boy or a girl,
however, finding people who really understand can be a big challenge. When fellow student Iwaoka Tetsu invites Mogumo
to work at an untraditional maid café, Mogumo is hopeful that things are looking up. Will they finally find friends to call their
own—or just more misunderstanding?

Yuri Is My Job! 6
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THE ROAD TO LOVE IS NON-BINARY The more Tetsu gets to know Mogumo, the more he finds himself falling for his nonbinary classmate! On top of that, he’s also dealing with the aftermath of an intense encounter with Kotone. Thankfully, Café
Question’s summer campaign prep is in full swing—which means even more quality time with Mogumo. With a little luck,
maybe Tetsu can start to understand these newfound feelings!

Our Teachers Are Dating! Vol. 2
'" Takagi just started her dream job at a gaming company! Not only that, but she''ll be working for her idol, the famous
game designer Sakurazuki Kaori! When Takagi finally meets her hero, she''s in for a shock: Sakurazuki is harsh, blunt, and
better at playing video games than dealing with people. As Takagi and Sakurazuki work together, the two women grow
closer and even fall in love. Can they keep it professional, or will the whole workplace find out? "'

After Hours
Opposites attract in this new high school yuri manga! Fujishiro Nanaki is super cute, super popular, and super annoyed with
anyone as plain as her classmate Kurokawa Kanade. When Nanaki finds out her boyfriend’s cheating on her, however, her
life makes a complete 180—as does her relationship with Kanade.

How Do We Relationship?, Vol. 3
The club is hopping and Emi isn’tso she ends up hiding in a corner after her friend ditches her to flirt with a guy! Emi figures
the night is a bust, but then someone amazing comes to her rescue. Kei is a DJ, and her effortless self-confidence captivates
Emi. Is this just a wonderful night out or the start of the rest of her life? -- VIZ Media

How Do We Relationship?, Vol. 1
All the answers straight clinicians need to work effectively with gay and lesbian clients. It has been over three decades
since the American Psychiatric Association removed homosexuality as a category of deviant behavior from the DSM. Samesex marriage is recognized in certain states, gay-straight alliances are springing up in high schools across the country, and
major religious denominations are embracing gay clergy. Yet despite the sea change of attitudes toward homosexuality,
many well-meaning straight therapists are still at a loss as to how to effectively counsel their gay and lesbian clients. This
book will offer straight therapists the tools they need to counsel gay and lesbian clients effectively.
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The Internet in the Arab World
Can Miyuki and Kaguya help Yu escape the aggro of all his female classmates, let alone win the favor of the girl he’s
crushing on? Then, it’s Miyuki who is teaching Chika a new skill for a change. Kaguya faces the temptations and pitfalls of
her new smartphone and social media. Hayasaka takes on yet another secret identity. And the student council’s parents
cross paths at school conferences where they must decide what colleges their children will apply to. When you make plans,
the gods laugh. -- VIZ Media

Love Me for Who I Am Vol. 2
A romance of convenience between two college women soon becomes the real thing. Shy Miwa has always dreamed of
finding love, but living in small-town Japan made finding the right match difficult—especially since she likes girls! Even
going away to college didn’t seem to increase her romantic odds until one day her outgoing classmate Saeko suggests they
might as well start dating each other since it’s not like either of them have other options. At first it seems like things won’t
work out as their personalities clash and misunderstandings abound. But when their casual friendship starts to become
something more Miwa begins to wonder—can a pragmatic proposal lead to true love? Miwa and Saeko have discovered that
they are definitely physically compatible. But a gathering of the band clubs for a weekend training retreat is an unexpected
threat to their new relationship. Can their blossoming feelings survive each other’s constant company?

Failed Princesses Vol. 1
Tackling the issue in a systematic, scientific manner, this book also examines Islamic online communications, online
censorship, and Internet use by the civic society as an alternative channel for its mostly oppressed voices.

Statistics in Language Research
Being haunted by spirits seems to run in the family--this time, it's Rasetsu's mother who needs help! Can Rasetsu dispel the
spirit successfully with her own personal family issues weighing her down? -- VIZ Media

Yuri Life
Follow the everyday romances of women living together! From clashing personalities to May-December relationships, it's a
sweet cornucopia of love and affection.
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Breath of Flowers Volume 1
THE EARLY DAYS OF LOVE It’s summertime, and that means summer vacation! As the friends spend more time together,
Mafuyu’s crush on Koharu grows. Can Mafuyu confess her feelings? And does Koharu feel the same way? Find out in the
final volume of the sweet yuri series, Our Wonderful Days! The final volume!

I Love You So Much, I Hate You
An adorable new yuri manga for fans of Kase-san and Yamada and Bloom Into You. One day, high school girl Himari sees a
girl, Yori, sing in a band, and it awakens feelings she doesn't understand but Yori does! Bubbly, energetic first-year high
school student Himari falls head over heels for her senpai Yori after hearing her band perform on the first day of school.
Himari tells Yori she just loves her, and, to Himari's surprise, Yori says she loves Himari back! But when Himari realizes that
she and her senpai are feeling two different kinds of love, she begins to ask herself what "love" really means

Blue Flag, Vol. 3
HOW SWEET IT IS! A beautiful new yuri anthology about women in love, featuring stories by some of the hottest names in
manga! This short story collection explores the many different ways these women navigate their love for each other while
dealing with the ups and downs of a working life–stories that are all too often overlooked but are yearning to be told!

Funds of Knowledge
Toma gets seriously injured diving in front of a car to save Taichi, leaving Taichi racked with guilt over not just getting his
best friend hurt, but also stealing his last chance at making the summer baseball tournament. Guilty and angry, the two
boys clash in an emotionally raw argument. Futaba, worried about both of them, invites Taichi out in an attempt to cheer
him up. -- VIZ Media

I Married My Best Friend to Shut My Parents Up
After finding out that her coworker Akane used to be a manga creator, Makoto encourages her new friend to recapture that
dream. As an amateur comic artist herself, Makoto looks up to Akane and tries to help her overcome the difficulties that
made her give up that profession in the past. Although Akane is often her own worst critic, Makoto inspires her to try
reshaping her attitude toward her art. But matters become more complicated when Makoto realizes that, somewhere along
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the way, what started out as a professional friendship over a common interest has developed into a serious crush!

Days of Love at Seagull Villa Vol. 1
An adorable new yuri manga for fans of Kase-san and Yamada and Bloom Into You. One day, high school girl Himari sees a
girl, Yori, sing in a band, and it awakens feelings she doesn't understand but Yori does! Bubbly, energetic first-year high
school student Himari falls head over heels for her senpai Yori after hearing her band perform on the first day of school.
Himari tells Yori she just loves her, and, to Himari's surprise, Yori says she loves Himari back! But when Himari realizes that
she and her senpai are feeling two different kinds of love, she begins to ask herself what "love" really means

Our Wonderful Days
A sweet yuri romance between two teachers! Hayama-sensei and Terano-sensei are two women who work at the same
schooland just started going out. They're a little shy about their budding relationship, but their co-workers--and even their
students--are rooting for them as they bumble their way through love!

I'm in Love with the Villainess (Light Novel) Vol. 1
Shy Miwa has always dreamed of finding love, but living in small-town Japan made finding the right match
difficult—especially since she likes girls! Even going away to college didn’t seem to help, until one day her outgoing
classmate Saeko suggests they might as well start dating each other since it’s not like either of them has other options. At
first it seems like things won't work out as their personalities clash and misunderstandings abound. But when their casual
friendship starts to become something more, Miwa begins to wonder—can a pragmatic proposal lead to true love? -- VIZ
Media

Whisper Me a Love Song 1
Dear Archnemesis Won’t You Be Mine? Ordinary office worker Oohashi Rei wakes up in the body of the protagonist of her
favorite otome game, Revolution. To her delight, the first person to greet her is also her favorite character, Claire
Francois—the main antagonist of the story! Now, Rei is determined to romance Claire instead of the game’s male leads. But
how will her villainous ladylove react to this new courtship?!

Rasetsu
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TWO GIRLSONE PLAINTHE OTHER STYLISH AND POPULAR! After her makeover, Kurokawa continues her journey to cuteness!
Just as her resistance to dressing up begins to fade, Fujishiro invites her to the pool—and tells her something she never
expected to hear!

Can You Forgive Her?
A sweet yuri romance between two teachers! Hayama-sensei and Terano-sensei are two women who work at the same
schooland just started going out! They’re a little shy about their budding relationship, but their co-workers—and even their
students—are rooting for them as they bumble their way through love!

The Great Controversy
The concept of "funds of knowledge" is based on a simple premise: people are competent and have knowledge, and their
life experiences have given them that knowledge. The claim in this book is that first-hand research experiences with
families allow one to document this competence and knowledge, and that such engagement provides many possibilities for
positive pedagogical actions. Drawing from both Vygotskian and neo-sociocultural perspectives in designing a methodology
that views the everyday practices of language and action as constructing knowledge, the funds of knowledge approach
facilitates a systematic and powerful way to represent communities in terms of the resources they possess and how to
harness them for classroom teaching. This book accomplishes three objectives: It gives readers the basic methodology and
techniques followed in the contributors' funds of knowledge research; it extends the boundaries of what these researchers
have done; and it explores the applications to classroom practice that can result from teachers knowing the communities in
which they work. In a time when national educational discourses focus on system reform and wholesale replicability across
school sites, this book offers a counter-perspective stating that instruction must be linked to students' lives, and that details
of effective pedagogy should be linked to local histories and community contexts. This approach should not be confused
with parent participation programs, although that is often a fortuitous consequence of the work described. It is also not an
attempt to teach parents "how to do school" although that could certainly be an outcome if the parents so desired. Instead,
the funds of knowledge approach attempts to accomplish something that may be even more challenging: to alter the
perceptions of working-class or poor communities by viewing their households primarily in terms of their strengths and
resources, their defining pedagogical characteristics. Funds of Knowledge: Theorizing Practices in Households,
Communities, and Classrooms is a critically important volume for all teachers and teachers-to-be, and for researchers and
graduate students of language, culture, and education.

Our Wonderful Days Vol. 3
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A romance of convenience between two college women soon becomes the real thing. Shy Miwa has always dreamed of
finding love, but living in small-town Japan made finding the right match difficult—especially since she likes girls! Even
going away to college didn’t seem to help, until one day her outgoing classmate Saeko suggests they might as well start
dating each other since it’s not like either of them have other options. Miwa and Saeko are loving the couple life, but a
miscommunication in the bedroom proves to be more of a threat to the easy rhythm of their relationship than either
thought possible. After all, the past is hard to leave behind, especially when Miwa is invited to a reunion with some of her
high school friends, including the first love she never really got over.

How Do We Relationship?, Vol. 2
What do work and love have in common? They can both take over your life Saori Fujimura and her boss, Ayako Asano, are
an unbeatable duo at work, but after hours their relationship is more than just professional. As tensions mount between
Ayako and her husband and Saori's feelings grow stronger, they'll have to decide-is it love they seek, or merely pleasure?
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